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Matteo Sega under a wintery sky in his family vineyards in Valtellina.
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I can’t think of no other appellation that is as dramatic and steep as the vineyards hanging on the cliffs
of Valtellina. The hills of Côte-Rotie and Mosel are, of course, also steep but Valtellina has a series of
free-standing stone walls that close each vineyard. If the lengths of all the vineyard walls in Valtellina,
were added, the total length would be greater than the entire length of Italy – the country itself. The
Valtellina vineyards are so inhospitable that one wonders why the ancients would spend their backbreaking labour to plant vines, until one experiences a great bottle of Valtellina.
Valtellina is located in Lombardy, which is about two-hour mountainous drive northeast from Milan.
Valtellina is a series of terraced granite vineyards that are chiselled out of a single south-facing
mountain. There are five classified subzones in Valtellina: Grumello, Inferno, Maroggia, Sassela, and
Valgella. The slopes are so steep that the ancients had to hand-build narrow stone stairs just to access
the vineyards. You can see a glimpse of what is like to grow vines in Valtellina in the photo above. A
tractor cannot access these vertically chiselled vineyards and all work must be done by hand. Farming
is heroic.
The steep granite slopes are just a beginning. The vineyards are planted with Chiavennesca, the local
dialect for Nebbiolo. Chiavennesca is an emotional, hyper-sensitive, late-ripening but ultimately regal
indigenous varietal. And, of course, the late-ripening Chiavennesca is planted in the marginal climate
of the Alpine slopes of Valtellina. Then, there is spring snowmelt and rain, which frequently destroys
the dry-stone walls of terraces and must be rebuilt by hand (see the photo on the last page of this
newsletter). The vines and vine-growers suffer in equal measure. Despite the hardship, the vines endure
in Valtellina because its wines are greater than the hardship.
Barbacan is a family farm run by the two brothers Matteo and Luca Sega. Their semi-retired father
Angelo still helps with the vineyard work. Their vineyards are in the subzone of Valgella in Valtellina.
Matteo and Luca farm a tiny total surface of six hectares. The vineyards of Valtellina are like no other
and its wines are like no other.

Rosso 2020
SPECULATIE
SKU: 386827 750ml 12 bottles/case
$34.38 Wholesale/ $45.00 Retail per bottle
Made with Chiavennesca (the local dialect for Nebbiolo). A hint of
alpine strawberries with exotic spices. Shimmering burgundy colour.
Fresh. Perfume of roses. There is a lot of energy in this wine. Maceration
is short to bring out the fruit forwardness of this Rosso. The lingering,
addictive, and yet gentle bite in the background lets you know that you
are drinking Chiavennesca. Fermentation is with ambient yeasts, like
all of Barbacan wines. A portion is aged in neutral vats, while the
remaining portion is aged in neutral big barrels (botti). The wines are
then blended after about nine months of élevage and bottled without
filtration. Charming and compelling Rosso from one of the most unique
and great appellations of Italy. Matteo and Luca’s hands-on work in the
vineyards and hands-off approach in the cellar really shine. One of the
best valued Chiavennesca/Nebbiolo wines that I come across.
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Rosato 2020
SPECULATIE
SKU: 386819 750ml 12 bottles/case
$39.26 Wholesale/ $51.00 Retail per bottle
Rosato like no other. A blush of a faintest rose hue. Uplifting aromatics of
Chiavennesca. So much energy. Singing. Otherworldly rosato. From the
Chiavennesca (the local dialect for Nebbiolo) vines grown at extreme 700
meter in elevation. In the Alpine granite vertical slope of Valtellina at this
elevation, the Chiavennesca grapes ripe just so to make an ideal rosato.
The farming is back-breaking work on these steep slopes. It takes guts to
produce a rosato like this. Most producers would reason themselves out
of their innate genius of making a rosato like this - worrying about what
customers/importers think, market conditions, blah, blah, and more blah.
The label adorns an artistic impression of Noah’s Ark – perhaps a
symbolic gesture of Matteo and Luca, who are determined to preserve the
various strains of Chiavennesca and the other ancient varietals of
Valtellina. Bellissima!

Valtellina Superiore Valgella Söl 2019
SPECULATIE
SKU: 386824 750ml 12 bottles/case
$46.57 Wholesale/ $60.00 Retail per bottle
From the tiny classified cru of Sol in the subzone of Valgella in Valtellina.
It is 100% Chiavennesca. Perfume of flowers, fruits and spices. Complex
from the vines struggling on the chiselled granite vertical slope.
Harmonious. Elegance shining through from the Chiavennesca grown on
the Alpine mountains. This wine has that beautiful, mouth-watering
Chiavennesca/Nebbiolo structure and tannins. Nervous. Vibrating with
energy. The finish is lingering petrichor – the earthy scent after a summer
rainstorm. It is the scent that I associate with great Valtellina wines. It is
best to decant if you are enjoying this wine now.

Valtellina Superiore Valgella Jazpémi 2019

SPECULATIE
SKU: 386910
750ml 12 bottles/case
$53.89 Wholesale/ $70.00 Retail per bottle
From the century-old vines in the subzone of Valgella on the classified
cru of Jazpémi. Magical perfume of Chiavennesca. Sappy from the old
vines. Graceful. Complex taste of summer fruits, flowers and spices.
Regal thoroughbred structure of Chiavennesca is self-evident. It is 95%
Chiavennesca with the remaining portion being Rossola and Pignola,
which are also indigenous varietals in Valtellina. There are also
Chiavennascone and Chiavennaschino, which are different strains of
Chiavennesca. Matteo and Luca are committed to preserving the
indigenous varietals of Valtellina because the brothers believe the
ancient varietals add to the identity and complexity.
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Valtellina Superiore Valgella Livèl 2016
SPECULATIE
SKU: 489220 750ml 6 bottles/case
$75.16 Wholesale/ $97.00Retail per bottle
From the subzone of Valgella on the classified cru of Livèl. The parcel
was planted by Matteo and Luca’s great, great parents in the 1920’s. It is
one of the highest elevations of all the classified crus at 550 – 600
meters. Very thin soil, which causes vines to yield very low but
astonishing grapes. This wine is aged for three years in a large traditional
large botti (big chestnut barrels), followed by additional two years in
bottles to settle down. Spices. Haunting fragrance. Beautiful light
burgundy colour. Best to decant and wait for a few minutes if you want
to drink now. Put away a few bottles in a cold cellar for special occasions.
It is made with about 90% Chiavennesca with smatterings of
Chiavennaschino, Rossola, Pignol – which are indigenous varietals.
Note: This wine comes in 6 bottles per case.

Valtellina Sforzato 2018
SPECULATIE
SKU: 489217 750ml 6 bottles/case
$84.90 Wholesale/ $109.00Retail per bottle
Sforzato is made from partially dried Chiavennesca grapes. By the
DOCG law, the grapes must be dried for least 110 days. Only made
during certain vintages that allow perfect conditions. After the grapes
are picked, the bunches are laid in single layers in the attic, where there
is constant flow of air. After 110 days of drying, the grapes lose about
30% to 40% of juice. The loss is compensated in gains of amplified taste
and complexity. The dried grapes are pressed and fermented with
ambient yeasts. It is a dry wine. Aging is in the traditional botti (big
chestnut barrels) for about two years, followed another year in bottles
to rest. Intense ruby colour. Beautiful bouquet. Smooth in the entry with
some Chiavennesca structure showing at the finish. Elegant and
complex. Unique. This Sforzato has a long life ahead. A wine for
occasions. Sforzato pairs well with Osso Buco, meat or cheese pastas,
and aged hard cheeses. Note: This wine comes in 6 bottles per case.

A few notes about Valtellina wines:
Valtellina wines, being made with Chiavennesca (the local dialect for Nebbiolo), a comparison is made
often with Piemonte Barolo and Barbaresco. Broadly speaking, Valtellina wines are perfumed with
roses but without tar. Instead of tar, Valtellina wines have a particular mineral taste of petrichor – an
intriguing fragrance of earth after a summer rainstorm. If you have lived in a countryside or spent some
time in a cabin during summer month, you already know. The locals in Valtellina say such a mineral
taste comes from the sheer granite mountain grown vines with an extremely long growing season.
Chiavennesca, thin-skinned varietal, naturally gives light burgundy colour but gives absolutely,
resolutely focused wines. Valtellina wines are softer in tannins and lower in alcohol than the Piemonte
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cousins. Valtellina Superiore wines from the cru like the Söl, Jazpémi, and Fracia will be even better
with some time in a cold cellar and will continue to gain complexity for many years – a hallmark of
great Chiavennesca.
There are only about 260 hectares of Valtellina Superiore DOCG and there are over a thousand owners.
Hence, on average, an owner has less than one hectare. The majority of the farmers either make the
wines to drink themselves or sell their grapes to a large winery. This is why you don’t find many
Valtellina wines in any market.
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Matteo Sega (centre) with his co-workers repairing the free-standing vineyard stone walls, which damage
from time to time due to spring runoffs.
www.racinewineimports.ca
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